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Swedish Pilots



In 2018 the SwAM was given two governmental mandates:
1. Strengthened measures against eutrophication at the local level
2. Pilot areas against eutrophication
Both mandates are carried out in co-operation with the Swedish Board of 
Agriculture, the water district authorities and the farmers federation. 
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20 pilot areas
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Goals for the catchment officers

• Build networks in the river basin to engage local stakeholders to work with measures
• Engage and support landowners to do measures against eutrophication
• Identify cost effective measures against eutrophication that have the lowest possible effect on 

agricultural production
• Identify how planning of measures can be strengthened
• Identify incentives and instruments to strengthen local measures
• Identify support and information needed for catchment officers work
• Take part in the national network with catchment officers
• Etc…
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(Local engagement for water)
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Measures outside production
- Wetlands, soil liming, protective zones
- Often financial support
- Cooperation for large measures

Measures due to legislation
-amount of manure, time for spreading manure, manure distance to water, storage of manure
-municipalities are control organs

Steps of measures in the agricultural landscape
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Measures within production
- Measures in crop production for reduced negative effect on water
- Measures in livestock production for reduced negative effect on water
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Measures outside production
- Wetlands, earth liming, protective zones
- Often financial support
- Cooperation for large measures

Measures due to legislation
-amount of manure, time for spreading manure, manure distance to water, storage of manure
-municipalities are control organs

Participation in local engagement for water (stream level)
- Support and coordination for measures
- Water councils, water groups, projects

Advice through “Focus on nutrients” (farm level)
- Advice on crop production
- Advice on livestock production 
- Advice on measures

Steps of measures in the agricultural landscape
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Measures within production
- Measures in crop production for reduced negative effect  on water
- Measures in livestock production for reduced negative effect on water

- Advice on measures outside production


